Flexible resources for helping
the NHS respond to COVID-19
We have been supporting the NHS for over a decade, and we want to
reassure our clients that we are here to help alleviate any operational
difficulties arising from the novel coronavirus.

Amidst the disruption to senior staffing caused by the COVID-19 outbreak, business continuity is absolutely
critical at this time and we are here to help you plan how plan how they will cover key leadership functions
in the case of absence and business-as-usual disruption, but also with the additional strains that COVID-19
may place on your teams. This means having a shortlist of candidates ready for any eventuality.
Our NHS consultants have access to a large pool of professional, senior interims that are ready to step in
and assist you from a few weeks to a period of several months.

How we can help
Short-term cover for executive
absence
Having the confidence to bring in skilled
executives to complement remaining and
existing leadership teams will be key to
bolster team and staff morale, maintain the
delivery of normal service and ultimately,
help to beat COVID-19.

Financial control and annual
accounts
As the NHS is preparing to tackle its typical
financial year end challenges, the disruption
caused by the virus outbreak may stop you
delivering your accounts on time. We have
a number of year end consultants who are
able to step in at short notice, and have the
capability to work remotely during this time.

Clinical and medical strategy
Many staff will be looking to leaders for
direction in this time of uncertainty and
it will be key to have the strategic clinical
experience at hand to deal with the strain
that COVID-19 will put on our NHS. Having
someone to act as a ‘critical friend’ during this
time as an extra pair of hands and to give a
second set of strategic and specialist eyes to
problems as they arise.

Business continuity &
operational risk planning
Planning for business continuity and risk
mitigation is absolutely critical in seeing
your organisation through. It might be worth
investing in short-term specialists with these
key kills in scenario and risk planning to
expertly advise on appropriate measures for
your organisation.

Get in touch
We can have a shortlist of leaders for you to review in a matter of hours.
The right interim can be retained and begin engaging with your organisation within days.
Please email ccarter@interimpartners.com or charrison@interimpartners.com
Call us on 07785 610900 or 07794 363680

www.interimpartners.com

